
     Curriculum Block Plan  Week Beginning     1/12/16   Title Christmas 

Experiences and Outcomes Play Experiences and Learning opportunities Focus for Learning/ Assessments 
(I CAN … I AM LEARNING TO …) (say, make, 
write, do) 

Literacy and English 
As I play and learn, I enjoy exploring interesting materials 
for writing and recording my experiences and feelings, 
ideas and information. I can write some letters by myself  
I can make marks to convey a message. LIT 0-21b  
 I enjoy exploring and playing with the patterns and 
sound of language and can use what I learn. LIT 0-21b  
I enjoy exploring events and characters in stories and 
other texts sharing my thoughts in different ways. LIT0-
01c  

Write letters to santa, design xmas cards, write xmas stories,  role 
play post office and nativity scene, mark making in post office 
setting , reading and talking about xmas  stories, planning xmas 
parties in group,  acting out xmas story  
 
 
 

I am learning to talk to a small group of people about a 
chosen subject. 
I am learning to listen to others and ask relevant 
questions 
I can retell the Xmas story in my own words and as a 
character. 
I  can mark make/write cards and stories about Xmas 

 

Maths and Numeracy 
I am developing a sense of size and amount by observing, 
exploring, using and communicating with others about 
things in the wider world around me. MNU 0-01a  
I am developing my awareness of how money is used and 
can recognise a range of coins. MNU 0-09a   
 I am aware of how routines and events in my world link 
with times and seasons, and I have explored ways to 
record these using calendars – advent. MNU 0-10a  

Making and copying Snowflake and Xmas patterns, weighing and sorting 
parcels through Post office role play. Visit Post office to see real scales and 
weighing.  
Measure and record temperature and rainfall outdoors. 
 Use money in shop to buy goods for baking. Money activities in role play 
and group time. 

 
 

I am learning how to copy a pattern and make my 
pattern. I am learning how to sort and order items 
according to weight 
I am becoming familiar with coins and their value. 
I can record information about the temperature outside 
and how much rain there is with adult support. 

Additional Curricular Areas 
I have experienced the energy and excitement of 
performing for audiences and being part of an audience 
for other people’s performance (EXA0-01a) 
By investigating how water can change from one form to 
another, I can relate my findings to everyday 
experiences. (SNC0-05a) 
I am becoming aware of the importance of celebrations, 
festivals and customs in Christian people’s lives. RME 0-
01a As I explore Christian stories I am becoming familiar 
with some beliefs Christian people have about God and 
Jesus. RME 0-03a  

EA Performing nativity (singing and acting) to audience, playing 
instruments to accompany songs. Designing and making Xmas cards, 
crafts, decorations for parties and home 
Science – freezing and melting activities outside (esp on cold days),  
Tech – , wrap parcels in post office, designing cards and presents 
RME -  retell xmas story through role play, song and performance, dress 
up clothes, small world, books and puzzles 
HWB – plan, buy and make food for xmas party and refreshments for 
xmas songtime 
 

I am learning to put on a performance for an audience. 
I am learning about different temperatures and their 
effect on liquids. 
I am learning about the xmas story and that it is 
important to Christians 
 

 

EVALUATION OF LEARNING/NEXT STEPS    

SOURCE SP (Seasonal Plan)  CL (Child Led Interest)  AI (Assessment Information) CAPACITIES –  SL (Successful Learners)   CI (Confident Individuals)  RC (Responsible Citizens) EC (Effective 

Contributors 

PRINCIPLES  Challenge Enjoyment   Personalisation and Choice Relevance Breadth  Depth Progression Coherence                 



Ideas, Actions and 

Observations 

What do you think 

about that? 

What can we do 

next? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

What did you like at 
Nursery today?   

What did you 
think/like about it?  

Can we do more 
tomorrow?    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      


